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As supplemental material, we first provide technical details on the data generation. Afterwards we provide details on the metric definitions and present
additional experiments on the stratified scenes. Finally, we show visualizations
of the full region evaluation on the photorealistic scenes.
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Technical Dataset Details

1.1

Rendering Details

The scenes are created with Blender [2] and rendered using the internal renderer
for the stratified scenes and the Cycles Renderer for the photorealistic scenes.
The models are acquired through Chocofur1 , the British Museum2 and the Stanford 3D Scanning Repository3 . All parameters mentioned in this Section can be
found in the parameters.cfg file of each scene. The unit of the parameters is also
noted in that file. Figure 1 gives an overview over the setup used. We construct
the light field camera as a regular rectangular grid of cameras with a distance of
baseline. For each camera the focallength as well as the sensorsize is identical.
To ensure that the disparity of the captured scene is around zero, we shift the
outer cameras towards the center. Please note, that this does not mean, that the
cameras are rotated. We shift the sensor, thus the optical axes are still parallel.
All cameras cover the same area at a certain focus distance, which corresponds to
disparity 0. The image plane Ω and the focus plane Π can be used to construct
the calibration matrix H as introduced in [3].
From these parameters depth Z and disparity d can be related as
β = baseline ∗ f ocallength ∗ f ocusDistance ∗ resolution

(1)

d = (β/Z − baseline ∗ f ocallength ∗ resolution)/f ocusDistance/sensorSize
(2)
Z = β/(d ∗ f ocusDistance ∗ sensorSize + baseline ∗ f ocallength ∗ resolution)
(3)
1
2
3

www.chocofur.com
https://sketchfab.com/britishmuseum
http://graphics.stanford.edu/data/3Dscanrep/
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Fig. 1. Camera schematics of a light field camera. See text for description.

The light fields are provided in 8bit color depth. A quick evaluation showed
that the influence on the accuracy compared to 16bit color depth is negligible.
1.2

Publicly Shared Data

The data we are sharing with the community is provided in individual files in
either png or pfm files. We provide IO functions for Python and Matlab on our
homepage. For the photorealistic training scenes, we share the following data:
–
–
–
–
–
–

low and high resolution depthmap (512 × 512px and 5120 × 5120px),
low and high resolution disparitymap (512 × 512px and 5120 × 5120px),
normalmap,
3D coordinates of each pixel,
centerview in 5120 × 5120px, and
object segmentation masks.

Although, not all of these are needed for depth estimation, they are useful
for tasks like BRDF estimation, intrinsic images and super-resolution from light
fields. For evaluation, we provide a Python implementation to automatically
evaluate the proposed metrics on the training data. To further stimulate dataset
production, we also make our rendering setup available, which is build as a
Blender plugin.
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(a) Center View

(b) Ground Truth Disp. (Wanner)

(c) Algorithm Disparity

(d) diff: GT - Algo
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Fig. 2. Accuracy of Ground Truth Data In the HCI Lightfield Benchmark
Dataset by Wanner et al. [1] the ground truth data is stored in 8 bit, resulting in
around 130 distinct disparity labels (top right). The accuracy of state-of-the-art
algorithms (bottom left) is much higher, which allows evaluation only until a
certain threshold (bottom right).
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Technical Evaluation Details

In this Section, we discuss our decision on increased ground truth resolution.
2.1

Ground Truth Resolution

In the HCI Lightfield Benchmark by Wanner et al. [1] the ground truth depth
maps are stored with 8bit, resulting in around 130 distinct depth labels. Figure 2
shows a detail of their Buddha dataset. Due to the low accuracy of the depth
maps, stair-casing artifacts are present. The comparison to estimated depth maps
shows that accuracy can only be evaluated to a limited threshold. In contrast,
we render the ground truth depth maps in 16bit, resulting in depth maps which
feature higher accuracies than state-of-the-art depth algorithms and allow for
more precise evaluation.
We provide the ground truth in two different resolutions (512 × 512px and
5120 × 5120px). As can be seen in Figure 3, low resolution depth maps might
contain artifacts that make precise occlusion evaluation impossible. At an occlusion boundary a pixel usually consist of a mixture of foreground and background
color. Thus pixels at occlusion boundaries belong to foreground and background
to a certain percentage, which can not be modeled by standard low-res disparity
maps. Of course, in high-res disparity maps the same problems exist, but this
effect can be neglected as the accuracy of the ground truth is of one order of
magnitude higher than that of the estimated depth maps. In the general case
of an occlusion, no distinct assignment of a pixel to foreground or background
is possible. Given that a pixel belongs to foreground and background to a certain percentage, the low-res ground truth has to decide for either foreground or
background. An algorithm which is faced with the same decision would be penalized if its decision is different from that of the ground truth. Our experience
shows, that in most applications it is better to have a sharp occlusion boundary
than one that interpolates between foreground and background disparity. Using
high-res ground truth in combination with the BadPix metric, algorithms that
estimate a sharp but shifted - within the uncertainty area - occlusion boundary
will be penalized less than algorithms that produce smoothed and interpolated
occlusion boundaries. Using high-res ground truth depth maps is especially important for the evaluation of very fine structures as in some cases the low-res
disparity map is not fit to depict those structures precisely, see Figure 3.
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Fig. 3. Ground Truth Resolution We include ground truth disparity maps
in low as well as high resolution. Low resolution disparity maps are not sufficient to precisely model occlusion boundaries and fine structures. On the one
hand Blender introduces artifacts to depth maps and on the other hand not for
all pixels at occlusion boundaries an exact distinction between foreground and
background is possible. Our high resolution disparity maps reduce these artifacts
to a level which can be neglected for precise algorithm evaluation.
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Additional Experiments on the Stratified Scenes

In this Section, we provide additional experiments which quantify and visualize algorithm performance degradation along the spatial challenge axes on the
stratified scenes. Plot-specific analysis can be found in the respective captions.
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Fig. 4. Metric Visualization Backgammon
For the backgammon scene we evaluate the thinning and fattening metrics for the
foreground. Most algorithms perform well on the thinning scores as they introduce
fattening at the borders. Although LF OCC explicitly models occlusions, it overall
scores quite poorly. This is mostly due to problems in regions with occlusions and high
differences in disparity between foreground and background.
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Fig. 5. Each datapoint on the line plot corresponds to one fattening/thinning
score computed on the corresponding image column on the left. Algorithms
feature high fattening scores on the thin gaps and perform increasingly better
with wider gaps as the proportion of occlusion areas decreases. LF sticks out in
that it outperforms all other algorithms at avoiding foreground fattening.

Fig. 6. Metric Visualization Pyramids The Bumpiness metric is evaluated
on the pyramids scene to evaluate the performance of algorithms at smooth
surfaces. Although LF, LF OCC, and MV all pose depth estimation as a multilabel problem, the regularization (TGV-L1) performed by MV leads to much
smoother results. EPI is capable of estimating a continuous disparity range and
outperforms the other algorithms at this challenge.
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Fig. 7. Evaluation on Pyramids Ground truth disparities are plotted against
algorithm disparities on the two hemispheres. EPI2 and EPI1 feature good performance with slightly increasing offsets towards the maxima of the two hemispheres. The staircase effects of LF OCC, LF and MV are nicely illustrated.
LF OCC features small, regular steps, showing that a certain disparity range
is mapped to a discrete disparity label. LF locally fits a quadratic function to
the estimates. This approximation does not fit perfectly leading to a staircasing
effect.
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Fig. 8. Metric Visualization Dots The dots scene is used to perform algorithm performance when noise is introduced. The two metrics focus on opposed
characteristics. The Background MSE score measures the capability to evaluate
simple surfaces with noise, while the Missed Dots score measures the sensitivity
to (small) objects given noise. The two algorithms (LF and LF OCC) that use
all views of the light field score especially well on the Background MSE score,
but remove a lot of smaller objects due to regularization.
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Fig. 9. Evaluation on Dots The background MSE is computed per cell and
plotted from from left to right with increasing levels of noise. Algorithm performance decreases with increasing levels for noise, except for LF which features
good performance across all noise levels.

Fig. 10. Evaluation on Stripes For the evaluation of the stripes scene, we use
the three depicted masks corresponding to the flat regions - i.e. the whole image
minus the occlusion boundaries - and the dark and bright stripes, respectively,
including the occlusion areas. The three Stripes scores are computed based on
BadPix(0.07) on the three masks.
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Fig. 11. Metric Visualization Stripes The stripes dataset is grouped into
three different classes. The low texture regions without occlusions and the dark
and bright stripes, including the occlusion boundary and the surrounding. Visualizing the different masks gives an intuitive understanding of the different
BadPix scores. Depending on the amount of regularization that is applied, the
algorithms skip some of the stripes. EPI1 and EPI2 perform well on the low
texture regions. This might be due to the fact that they implicitly perform normalization - EPI1 explicitly performs a patchwise normalization while EPI2 is
scale independent.
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Region Evaluation on the Photorealistic Scenes

For the sake of completeness, we provide algorithm results and visualizations of
the full region evaluation for the photorealistic test scenes, see Figures 12-15.
Image-specific evaluation insights can be found in the respective captions. The
respective masks for the region evaluations are depicted in the first column on
Figures 12-15. They were obtained using the scene segmentation as provided in
our dataset.
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Fig. 12. Evaluation on Herbs On Herbs, we quantify performance at complex occlusion boundaries, as well as planar and non-planar continuous surfaces.
Most algorithms struggle with the high disparity background and the smooth
reconstruction of the continuous surfaces.
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Fig. 13. Evaluation on Bedroom On the Bedroom scene, we quantify performance at occlusion boundaries, planar surfaces and fine structures. When
looking at details, fine structures are missed out on LF, while EPI1 and EPI2
introduce a lot of fine structure fattening.
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Fig. 14. Evaluation on Bicycle On Bicycle, we quantify performance at fine
structures and planar surfaces. When it comes to fine structures, all algorithms
get relatively high Fine Fattening scores, which reflects that this scene is quite
challenging. Most algorithms do not remove any of the thin foreground structures
and thus perform well on the Fine Thinning scores.
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Fig. 15. Evaluation on Origami On Origami, all region evaluation metrics
are computed. Overall, LF produces the most accurate disparity maps, scoring
best in BadPix, Discontinuities, Bumpiness, and Fine Thinning. In contrast to
other scenes, EPI2 performs bad on the Bumpiness score as it - at least in our
parametrization - has problems with inpainting regions with little texture.

